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J SIDELINES Pacific Men To
Join Blue Key
II THE

With PfflFEB

1st Two

ELKLY

PACIFI

Ly Frolic

• • • « • •

weeks till finals. Can you
gine it? Only yesterday we
e plowing through the January
And here it's May. How
, ne flies!
ire wasted fifteen minutes of inconcentrationo trying to
nsC
ink up & good joke on finals.
'•V-.
be found,
sumably such can
'r 'o r it successfully eluded our
Antic search.
'then Boss "Blackbird" Bush,
orhen
Lure writer for the WEEKLY,
i#
[turc
Lplied
the true answer, "There's
lie
U%fcp
thing funny about finals so far
./Vithinj
"•'"''I I'm concerned."
)ur attitude is similar. Looking
ward to them, they're a black
,ud; the stiver lining (if any)
visible only after they're all
er. Now if we kept on publishqw j through vacation, just think
ftl 'at e°od (jokes (?) about
Wv 100I and finals we could find for
SIDELINES.

Stockton J. C. Choir Concert
Adds Nine
To Be Given
To Faculty
Tuesday

Fresno State Members Explain
National Society At Meeting

e

Plans for the organization of a men's honorary
service group on the Pacific campus were initiated at a
special meeting last Tuesday evening of prominent Pa
cific upper-classmen and representatives of Fresno State
College s Blue Key Society. Martin Pulich was chosen

Experienced Profs To
Take Up Duties In
Fall; Stocking Hired

Bodley's A Cappella
Singers Present
Annual Performance

Don't Miss The
A Cap pell a
Concert Tuesday

No. 31

Construction On New
Anderson Hall Begins

Studio Theatre
One of the most Important events
Ends Season
of the Pacific musical calendar the
annual home concert of the A Cap
With Comedy
pella Choir, will be presented next

Dirt Broken For S. C. A. Wednesday
Following Signature of Donor

Breaking of the ground between Men's Dormitory
Nine new members have been
and
the present units of Anderson Hall early Wednes
added to the Stockton Junior Col
day morning signalized that the additional unit of An
lege Faculty for 1939-40, according
derson Hall, to be devoted exclusively to the use of the
to an announcement by President
chairman to draw up a petition*"
Student
Christian Association, was under way.
Tuesday, May 23, at 8:15 in the
Dwayne Orton.
for membership in the Blue Key,
Final papers for the construction of the new build
College Auditorium. The choir is
They are Mssrs. Robert D. Clark,
ing were signed by Mrs. W. C. Anderson of Los Gatos,
while Dick Morrall was appointed
under the direction of J. Russell
•the donor, last Tuesday afternoon,
Douglas
Dashiell, C. Howard Hop
temporary secretary.
Bodley.
j The approximate cost is $25,000
kins,
Leonard
L.
O'Bryon,
Rich
Another meeting of the Pacific
Pacific Studio Theatre, experi
] with the contract going to Shep
Included in the program will be
ard Reynolds, Kenneth Stocking,
mental subsidiary to the Little
men will be held in Anderson Hall
herd and Green, contractors.,
a string quartet consisting of two Theatre, winds up its session of
Miss Caroline Shrodes, Miss Teresa
Monday afternoon for the purpose
| OPEN IN FALL
violins, viola, and cello played by seven productions this week-end,
Ferster and Mrs. Jean S. Corry.
With crowds of faculty members
of drawing up the petition and
Vernez Cook, Nancy Harbert, Nor playing "Lena Rivers" tonight and
j and students alike watching the
RECORDS IN BRIEF
constitution for the proposed so
Saturday
night,
following
a
hilari
man Lamb, and Bruce Tomlinson.
operation of the giant steam
Mr. Robert D. Clark, Instructor
ous opening last night.
ciety.
shovel,
no immediate estimate of
Soloists
will
be
Harmon
Ginn,
Broadcasting over a na
in Speech, comes from eight
Directed by Marjorie Larsen, the
the date of opening could be ob
NATIONAL SCOPE
tional hookup from the West
years' service at Pasadena Col Barbara Harrison, Margaret Lee, old time theatre favorite will have
tained. All "hoped It would be
ern States Building at the
The Blue Key is a national hon
lege.
In addition to teaching and Ted Uppman.
Lois Wheeler In the title role. The
|
ready for opening in the fall."
FINE
RECORD
Golden Gate International Ex
orary service fraternity which has
speech, he has conducted an un
balance of the cast includes Eloise
Plans for the new building are
position on Treasure Island,
77 chapters throughout the United
This year the event has a special Smith, Bill Hunefeld, Betty Lee
usually successful forensic pro
I near completion, with only the
gram.
the College of the Pacific A
significance because of the reputa Mathews, Laurie Applegarth, Lois
States, including groups at Fres
color of the finish in some rooms
today is May 19. Surely spring no State, U. S. C., U. C. L. A.,
Capella Choir will present a
Mrs. Jean S. Corry comes as In tion earned by the choir in Long Bugbee, Jack Holmes, Glenn Tan
and simi'ar minor details yet to
.'"t Lor ought to have been wafted Oregon, Washington, Chico State,
structor in Household Science and Beach last month at the California- ner, Jean Caubu, Burt Trulsson,
concert over the Mutual net
be determined. The entire strucay on the soft summer air long Idaho and San Diego State in the
Western
Music
Supervisors'
Con
Richard
Briggs,
Charlotte
Peterson
work
tomorrow,
May
20,
from
Arts. Mrs. Corry is at present
j ture is modeled up rn the present
' '•'• e this, even though Jeanie has Western area. Each chapter is
ference.
On
this
occasion
the
choir
and Herman Spindt.
4:30 to 5 p. m.
carrying on graduate studies in
i building, necessary changes having
t J t yet put in her customary ap- allowed considerable liberty in set
A special rebroadcast for
Columbia University and at the was given a three minute ovation OLD LAUGH-GETTER
i been made by Professor Charles
* " • arance with her light brown ting its own qualifications and
which
caused
Director
Bodley
to
A
generation
ago
the
name
"Lena
West
Coast
listeners
may
be
same time serving as counselor of
j Gulick of the College of the Paci
lr floating around obscuring the limitations, but each has as its
heard over KFRC at 7:30 p. m.
girls at the Brooklyn Y. W. C. A. break the conference ruling against Rivers" was magic on the marquee
fic engineering department.
of American theatres, and a sure
The choir, under the direc
k; ndscape.
Mr. Douglas Dashiell has been encores.
primary purpose recognition of ex
I ANDERSONS AID
Since that time the leading musi bet to bring out the SRO signs. It
Of course, with some, spring tra-curricular achieve ment by
tion of J. Russell Bodley, will
appointed Head Football Coach.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Anderson
sing selections by TschaikowHe will also teach Speech and cal journals on the coast and in the has that potent combination of
A
Ah ver makes no appreciable differ- junior and senior men.
|
have
been among the most muni
east have made special mention of laughs and tears, comedy and
ski, Moellendorf and Bodley.
Physical Education.
•
Iq e. Some of us who don't have
Pacific upper-classmen attending
ficent supporters of the College for
this highlight of the conference. drama, that is known as "good
worry about the usual accom- the preliminary meeting, held at
NEW ENGLISH PROF
j a great many years. Their contriSeveral of the numbers sung at theatre."
i n 1 niment of a young man's fancy the home of PSA Prexy Erwin
MARTIN PULICH, prominent
I
buttons made the present AnderMiss Teresa Ferster has been that time will be included in the
' ty
The modernized version to be pre
n't know when spring comes, Farley, included Ernie Atkinson,
| son Hall possible, and later on
debater, who is temporary head carrying on advanced study in home concert.
sented
in
the
Studio
Theatre
hers
move
much
too
slowly
all
(f)
Francis Finney, Bill Becker, Bob of the group of upper-classmen or creative writing at Columbia Uni
they added the practice organ now
LISTED
heightens the comedy aspect of
* ?•«. ar round for spring fever to Kientz, Trevor Griffiths, Dick ganizing a Pacific Blue Key chap versity during the past year and PROGRAM
j in the social hall.
The
program,
divided
into
three
the
play
and
taake
it
a
good
bet
for
ve any noticeable effect.
Eaton, Martin Pulich, Dick Mor- ter.
Mr. Anderson is a member of
leaves New York to become In sections, follows:
a real evening of entertainment.
Oth' is, and among them are rad and Farley. Dean of Men Jim
[ the Board of Trustees of the Colstructor in English with the Stock
MHM L
BREEZY
PLOT
I
obably to be counted more than Corson also was present,
] lege, and, with Mrs. Anderson, is
ton J. C.
Young Lena Rivers is forced to
O rejoice, ye Christians loudly
ie Pacificite, use spring fever as FRESNO REPORTS
greatly interested in the work of
Mr. C. Howard Hopkins comes
131 f«Ufc
leave her New England home and
Bach
welcome excuse with which to J Fresno State members of Blue
Christian education and especially
from the Mount Hermon School,
life
on
the
great
Kentucky
planta
Tenebrae Factae Sunt .Palestrlna
.tionalize an extra swim when Key present to explain their orColonel F. T. Loving and the the s c A The new building will
Northfield, Massachusetts, to be
tion
of
the
aristocratic
and
arroHeavenly Light
< ...
story really needs a little polish- ganizatlon were Earl Smittcamp,
gant Livingstones. She finds her-1 PhiliPPlne Constabulary Band of enable the g. c. A. better to take
Instructor in Social Science.
Kopylow-Wilhousky
at the Gold" care of
""'I
president, Bob Williams, Bill Ban#
g before that ex.
self housed in a servants room, 110 Pieces'now
the growing number of
Mr. Leonard L. O'Bryon, now at
A Ballad of the Trees and the and treated as a typical "poor re- en Gate International Exposition, t nt organizations which seek
s ude
Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois,
. . . . niste[ and Toby^Lawless. AccomMaster
Matthews
lation." On the other hand, she will be heard in a benefit sym- to use its facilities,
will be a new Instructor in Mod
,. The blue waves of Lake Tahoe PW»«W the Fresno delegation
O Holy Lord
Dett
ern Languages, with several years And the Trees Do Moan arranged finds herself receiving attention Phonic concert at the Stockton | PULICH HEADS
• ,
ire entertained last week-end by ' was *• S' C- Dean °f Men M" P"
•iwon An
,,
., B gs
from Durward Bellmont, a "catch" HiSh School auditorium, Friday
chairman of the S. C. A. eommitAuk
of foreign study to his record.
'
„
.
, „
by Gaul .
3*6. , members of the Pacific and "f
whom the Livingstones intend land-1 evening, May 26, at 8.15 p. m.
tee in charge of building plans
Mr.
Richard
H.
Reynolds
has
The
Blue
Ke
Sooiet
at
Fresno
C. varsity debate squad on their I
y
y
Grant Unto Me the Joy of Thy
ing for their society daughter, Caro- j The large band, considered by was Martin Pulich. Serving on
been appointed Instructor in Art.
mual S. R. D. (Society for the is limited to fifteen members,
Salvation
Brahms
with new members being added
line. The resulting situations create critics to be one of the three best the committee from the PSA were
He
has
had
academic
training
at
elaxation of Debaters) outing.
With contributions of nearly 150 San Bernardino Junior College
II
the conflict that makes for good bands in the world, is coming here Erwin C. Farley, Orville K. Fletchyou" wonder "why the debaters e™7 sPrin*' Jani°™ and seniors
books and about $12 in cash, Book and the University of California. Andantino (from String Quartet) theatre.
under the auspices of the Filipino er, Barbara Gammons, Rae Huna
fere not entertained by the blue | PP*
Debussy
Curtains are at 8:00 o'clock; ad- Community of San Joaquin County gerford and Bill Workman,
ciety. The Blue Key has been Day, held by the College of the
Miss
Caroline
Shrodes,
Instructor
aters of Lake Tahoe and by the
and the proceeds derived from the
Representatives of the S. C. A.
promoting student drives, Pacific Library last Friday, was in English, comes to Stockton from Italian Senenade ...... Hugo Wolf mission, 25 cents.
snow-cappe dmoun- active In r
L Itokr, grounding
String Quartet
sale of tickets will be divided be- Advisory Board were Mrs. W. Fred
. . .
- T id I including the Community Chest, an overwhelming success, accord the University of Wisconsin where
vy^ins instead of vice versa? List on the
„
ing to Mr. A. C. Gerould, librarian. she has taught English for two
tween the community association | Ellis, Mrs. R. A. Brady, Mrs. Bert
.
„<• Harriet
U—I.t Kientz,]
K-ientr
Raisin.v,„
City campus.
in
poWTa .u
the- story
of
Faculty, students, and people years.
and
a scholarship fund to be estab- Swenson, Mr. Dwayne Orton, Miss
What form the organization will
Song of the Reapers Tsehaikowsky
h* Gold*it i let-laureate of the debate squad. take on the Pacific campus will from neighboring towns all took an
lished on the College of the Pacific Lorraine Knoles and Mrs. Joyce
Harmon Ginn, soloist
PACIFIC
GRAD
ADDED
Campus to aid Filipino students.
Jacoby.
tppohiM was a treacherous craft with a be decided at the Monday meet- interest in developing the library,
Mr. Kenneth Stocking is vitally He's Gone Away Arranged by
SPECIAL PROGRAM
Asked for her reaction to the
.'aiirorak
Clokey
single sail
| ing bringing together the men who which has been handicapped by interested in problems of natural
„
,
,
fact that the building was actualFarley ill nd she filled so fast 'twas no were present at the first meeting the lack of volumes.
Margaret Lee, soloist
science
in
general
and
will
aug
A1
though
many
Pacrficites
have
under constl.uction_ Mrs. Jacoby,
Outstanding among the volumes
irley tu u use to bail
Night Whispers .. von Moellendorff
with the addition of two or three
ment
the
services
of
Messrs.
Bawheard
the
band
in
many
programs
secretary
of
the s. c
A > said.
rommittNtl ut Commodore Hogan said he others. Those attending the Mon- contributed were "History of the den and Stanford in this field of Australian Up Country Song
at the Golden Gate Internationa
Casting
for
the
famous
Greek
„
It,g & grand feeling to see the
French Army," autographed by the
Grainger
1 for th» Jffld was game
I day session will probably form the
tragedy, "Electra," to be presented Exposition, the concert next week building started, doubly so since
author, presented by Mr. D. Fricot, activity. Stocking, a former Paci Annie the Miller's Daughter
1
wMch
or First-Mate Nichols 'twas al- charter membership nucleus of the
in the Outdoor Theatre June 8, 9. will feature music especially ar- J(. jg because of the jnterest and
Leornardo da Vinci," a gift of Mr, fic football star, may also help
Davis
Blue Key at Pacific.
la eoaoi most too tame,
10, has been completed, according ranged for a symphonic instrumen- effort of Dr Knoles that this has
Duane Evans, "Familiar Quota Coach Dashiell on the gridiron.
W'en Spreeng 'Ees Com'
for |
KducstiOsH
they hauled up the anchor]
been made possible."
tions," from the Zetagathean So
Bodley to DeMarcus Brown, director of |tation and not necessarily
-if .'ulytj amid the cheer3
bandJ "~~
instrumentation,
L
the
Little
Theatre
finale.
ciety, and "History of the World
Barbara
Harrison,
soloist
f the cautious land-lubbers lin
of
The w|«i»auwu
organization will soon head |
Portraying tne
.
.
the title roie
role 01
War," by Simonds, presented by
Gaelic Mouth Music
ing the piers.
Electra
will
be
Audrey
Karrasnow;
i
East
for
a
long
engagement
at
\
KnOleS
I
O
ODeaK
Mr. Allan Bacon.
Arranged by McLeod
ncharted waters lay just ahead
Clytemnestra will be handled by the New York World's Fair
AMONG CONTRIBUTORS
Strathspey: The Doctor's Mairi
ut they didn't go out—they went
Claribel Coffman; Orestes, the unTickets are on sale locally for
Faculty and students of the Col
Reel:
The
Dirty
Mannie
Although a number of entries
fortunate brother of Electra, by forty cents each at Furhman's
down instead.
lege of the Pacific who contributed have been received for the student Song of the London Watchman
'he water was wet, they'd have
included Dr. W. D. Coder, Mr. library contest, which will close
Whitehead Henry Hobson. Gene Mlnson will Music Company, Pacific Conservabe seen In the part of a peasant, tory of Music office, College of
frozen or drowned
DeMarcus Brown, Mr. Dwayne tomorrow, May 20, there is still
Theodore Uppman, soloist
Winding up this year's program.
ad not two coast-guardsmen been
Luke Scott, in his "mono-plays," Orton, Dr. Irving Goleman, Dean time to enter your collection.
Waltzing Matilda
Cowan the old man will be Bob Laning, Pacific Filipino Club, and from
and
the
messenger
will
be
done
by
members
of
the
San
Joaquin
CounI
of
the International Affairs Club,
Fred
L.
Farley,
Miss
Breniman,
standing around.
was the feature this year of the
The concert is traditionally free
See Mr: Gerould in the library
Dick Mirski.
ty Branch of the California Com- Dr. Knoles will speak on the curio Pnifer and Betz soon put out annuai College of the Pacific Dean James H. Corson, Miss Grace for details. Cash prizes will be to the general public.
Next Thursday night, May 25, posers' and Writers' Society.
rent European situation at the
in a craft
Deputations Program, concluded Carter, Mrs. G. R. Pease, Mrs. O. H. awarded.
o
next club meetinS Tuesday, May
several college forces will combine
hat was warped in the fore and jas^wee]Si
Ritter, Mr. William Vlllarruz and
S
to
give
a
preliminary
"peek"
at
^
23, at 8:20 In the S. C. A. rooms,
leaked In the aft.
The ten-day itinerary included the Filipino Student Club, Mr.
the motives underlying the play. ! A large list of patrons and paAt the opening meeting of the
oon the waterlogged crew of that yisajja junlor College, Porterville Grant Colliver, Mr. Galen M. Har
Bobbin Gay Peck is in charge of I tronesses is being assembled and yeari Dr. Knoles discussed the
vey,
Mr.
Leonard
S.
Smith,
Miss
ill-fated ship
Junior College Taft Junior Cola reading of Eugene O'Neill's rnany organizations in Stockton are subject of "Dictator Dealing."
returned colder and wetter after
coalinga J- c-< Sacramento Lois Laseli, Mr. Irwin Grubbs, Mr.
"Mourning Becomes Electra," and lending their prestige and backing Tuesday he will have a chance to
George
Davis,
Miss
Norma
Guthj
their
dip.
j.
c.,
Placer
J.
C.,
Marysville
J.
C.,
T>
Dr. Fred Farley will talk on the to thft concert. These include: The evaiua(-e from a longer perspecerey and Miss Lenore Cottell, Mr.
Fortunately for we who failed Sani Francisco J. C., and Salinas Lewis Morse, Miss Margaret An
Electra theme. The program is free, Stockton Symphony Association, tiye tbe poucjes followed during
and no one who plans to attend the California Composers
and those hectic weeks when Europe's
sit on the SIDELINES, Miss | J- G
Scott's original character derson, Mr. William Hunefeld, Jr.,
the last Little Theatre production Writers' Society, the Musicians' peace hung upon a fraglje thread.
lentz charitably concluded there
Miss Marian H. Burton, Miss Marie
howThr doughty I sketches included ^historical, eduAssociation, the Filipino Coma. Werner will act as
Mrs. q
should miss this opportunity.
Allen, Mr. Robert Stark, Mr. John
ithout telling
cational, and comical actd.
The readers for the evening will munity Association and the Col- hogtess for the refreshment part
ast-guardsmen came to grief a
which Cox, Mr. William Rothschild, Miss
The
deputationg
group>
be Bob Laning, Evelyn Barnett, lege °f Paciflc' ,
^
of the meeting next Tuesday. This
mll.
ew short hours after. But that 3| oonsiste(J also of aj Miller as stage Ingeborg von Loben Sels, Mr.
BlU Villaruz of the Pacific
Marcian Akers, Claribel Coffman,
j ,ittle club party wjU conclude the
Walter
Van
Sandt,
and
Miss
Kathnother story.
j manager> Tohn Crabbe as narrator
n
Reba Sinclair, Carl Fuller, Richard Pi ° Club and Galen M. Haive> sei.jeg pf meetings which have exerine Smith.
. - * • *j for Luke, and Bob Burns as facul- CONSUL SENDS BOOK
of the Composers
group are|(,ended over the entire scholastic
Briggs and Bud Meyers,
hat debaters are a queer bunch,
actively engaged in promoting the
th6
ty representative, carried its own
ciOther contributions were from
year. All members of the club
After
one
year
of
non-exchange
between
Lingnan
event here and In this vicinity.
take a
a leaf
from Ray unit stage setting, complete set Mr. L. S. Kroeck, Miss Adele Mc
AND~ P et's take
and their friends are Invited to a*
University,
formerly
of
Canton,
China,
and
American
Grosse's Collegiana notebook and of COstumes, lighting unit, and re- kenzie, Mrs. Louise Evans, Dr.
;0R0NA
tend.
%
< ""Inspect the Ripon High School. corded music, which was used as Harris, Mr. WilliB E. Ragland, all colleges, the Chinese school this spring is offering a
o
limited
number
of
graduate
fellowships
for
the
year,
Under the heading "They Claim" a background and accompaniment of Stockton, Mr. Edwin L. Zahn of
One of these fellowships will be open to a
'jjjO "file feature section of this magni- for the various acts.
San Jose, and Mr. Rudoff Hubner, 1939-40.
- ficent news-organ has this note
judging from outside reports German Consul General of San College of Pacific senior or graduone o. Pacific's former and letters received by the College, Francisco.
proximately half of his time to
cf flCPloncerning
ate student.
In the first dramatic presentation
^ '."fllTflarsity debaters. "Ernest Polletti the whole itinerary has proved
o
The trustees of Lingnan Uni work assigned to him by the uni
in
over a month, "Vengeance" will
Claims that he broke the kissing very successful, according to Bob
versity, believing that conditions versity.
Intramural oratory preliminaries
be
produced by Radio Stage under got under way last Tuesday night,
State
the
trustees
of
the
Chinese
^teoord
made
't
Stockton
when
he
|
B
urnBin China are comparatively safe
|jf " IA
A combined meeting of old and
*.lj I
•' ' was in college.1
now, are offering a minimum of institution: "The presence of a the direction of Art Farey tonight the first round finding only John
new SCA cabinets was held on
Why do we need goldfish gulp- k,, Q I
I DaLA'fA
six and maximum of eleven fellow group of mature American univer at 8:00. "Venegeance" is a one-act Fanucchi and Gregg Phifer com
the new cabin site at Hogan Dam
•s when
when such
such stars
stars as Polletti Hl-bCnOOl U 60310
rs
ships in Industrial Chemistry, Ani sity men will contribute mqch to play adapted to radio originally peting. Another preliminary, includ
Sunday,
May 14.
stabilize
conditions
on
the
Uni
illumine the record book? Paci- I —•
T«. D p
ing everyone who wishes to parti
mal Husbandry, Entomology, So
The party left Stockton at 7:80
versity grounds, thus maintaining written by Katherlne Kinsey, while cipate, will be held next Tuesday
Ac's publicity agent must have |OUmey I O De
cial
Anthropology
and
Biology.
For the purpose of helping col
a. m. and upon arrival heard Mary
i' been very lax when he failed to , m I I i i p (""") P
at 7:00 in Room 301 of the Ad
The fellowships will cover living during this unsettled period the she was a student at Pacific.
Lomprey speak at a worship serv
lege
students
to
continue
their
most
important
educational
center
Dr. Knoles will again be heard ministration Building.
obtain national recognition for
T.
expenses up to $500 for the year.
in South China until conditions in "The World Today" on Monday
Tentative plans call for the ice.
those ovulatory efir.arts Look at
^ the Pacific will play education in the free areas of
NOW AT HONGKONG
Discussion of membership and
render it possible to restore all at 11:15 a. m.
awarding of the Friedberger Cup
China, the Far Eastern Student
way San Jose ®ade ,Ca^'
f
]v re; host next week-end, May 26 and 27,
finance
plans for next year was
Moved from Canton since the. the work of the University to
Pacific Musicale, featuring re to the winner in the final contest,
jof a similar experiment only
J ^ thg Northern California District Service Fund Committee sent
bombing of that city, Lingnan will those grounds."
which will be open to any member held in the morning. Afternoon
cital
talent,
will
be
heard
on
Tues
cent'y.
j National Forensic League tourna- deputation team from C. O. P. to continue work in the fall semester PACIFIC ACTION
of the Pacific Student Association. activities included work on the
day at 2:00 p. m.
the First Presbyterian Church yes at its present location, Hongkong
^lUtl
«ment.
C. O. P. seniors or graduates in
The Book Parade with Bobbin The directors of forensics doubt cabin, swimming, discussion of a
Returning to the style of last
Participating in this outstanding terday afternoon.
University. At the beginning of terested in a Lingnan fellowship Gay Peck will be heard at 11:15 if it is advisable to create a Junior freshman program, and publicity
Nek's SIDELINES, we have an- high school forensic jmeet willlb
plans.
Appearing on the program were the spring semester, 1940, the work can obtain further information, and Campus Correspondent with College division this year.
^-SvJther which has nothing to do I many of the most dobate-consc.ous
Supper around a bonfire was
of the institution will be trans make application in either Dean Bill Becker at 2:00, both on
Ititramural debate is proceeding
Grayce Kaneda and Wilbur Choy,
t !tWith either Santa Anita or the In- schools from all over
ferred to a new building in the Corson's or Miss Deering's office Wednesday.
rapidly. The subject, Government followed by games, stories and
who spoke briefly; Jackie Ong, who open country near Hongkong,
<-A
dianapolis speedway.
fornia. Prelimmary reg
Selection of a Pacific candidate
Pacific Symposium will consist of Ownership of Railroads, is one songs. The meeting was closed
Have you ever stayed to hear dicate that over eighteen schoMs interpreted prayer in her Moon pending reconstruction of the Ling will be made within the next week impromptu speeches by the Foren which will be under consideration with a worship service led by Mae
Ml Have
the Carnegie concerts held will be entering one or mo" teams Dance; and Mary Fong, who gave nan buildings in Canton.
or "two by a special committee con sic Society on "War Referendum," by the national Pi Kappa Delta Weigart.
ne of
mT.gulaply
—
o
in
And.r.nn
L UMta
eg
Under present conditions, the sisting of Dean Corson, Miss Deer- next Thursday at 1:15. Erwin Far committee for possible use as the
a
piano
solo.
W>
« ula.
g
here's some REAL music being 0us contests. Fi
national question in 1939-40.
holders of these graduate fellow ing, Joyce Jacoby, S. C. A. secre ley will act as chairman.
A
silver
offering
was
taken,
to
fclayed there. If you can't find have been receded to^ dete on y
Teams participating in the intra
Last Thursday, the broadcast was
ships might be called upon for tary; Erwin Farley, PSA presi
help students in China.
From the list of PSA winners i*
Ime to walk in and join the from Fresno and Ripon.
various types of post-war rehabili dent; and Buford Bush, S. C. A. devoted to a debate between Stan mural debate tournament include
Under the auspices of the same tation work, including caring for president.
Skeleton audience (not a ghost
In charge o
ford and Pacific on the topic the following: Phil Coddington and the essay contest published in last
a number too small Professors E. S. Betz ana
committee, Chin Wah Lee, Chinese refugees, maintaining the Univer
Last Pacificite to attend Ling "Should Fraternities and Sororities Stanton St. Peter, Lois Archibald week's WEEKLY inadvertently
(factory, just
be called ("few"), you can ennan
was Elinor Booth, who was Be Abolished." The debaters from and Eloise Smith, Lois Bugbee and omitted was the name of Oscar,
movie star, will speak in one of sity property, teaching elementary
oy a few snatches as you wend [ College faculty.
sent
as
an exchange student under Stanford were Melinkoff and Olive Clark, Mary Kenyon and Mair, Stockton J. C. winner of thf
school,
assisting
in
animal
hus
the Stockton churches on Sunday,
!J'0Ur weary way past the entrance. I ^aste not time, for that is stuff
the
former
undergraduate plan in O'Leary; Bill Biddick and Erwin Jean Marblestone, Dorothy Stanis $5 third prize. Congratulation#,
Hay 28. Mr. Lee was a companion bandry. The American graduate
Oscarl
laus and Jane O'Connor.
Farley debated for Pacific.
1937.
I to Paul Muni In "The Good Earth." will be required to devote ap
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DESIGN FOR DICTATORS

—By BASTIAN

are up to something besides fraternity week-ends
and term papers these days. Fomenting on the Seeyopee campus this week is an idea that has taken
junior and senior men by storm, an idea that has lain
dormant for several years, but is at last j;seePing
through as "a pretty good thing, after all.
that
idea is the organization of an honorary society for
men who are campus leaders.
Such an organization is the Blue Key. National
in scope but local in its basic purpose, this organiza
tion honors junior and senior men who are outstand
ing in extra-curricular activity. It does not attempt
to lay down set rules and restrictions upon inchvidual chapters, but allows each member group to
make its own constitution and to act in whatever
realm it deems best. Men in numerous Pacific Coast
schools have found it advantageous to join this
society, particularly at Fresno State where Blue Key
has risen to a prominent position in its first^ year
of existence. The cost of joining the organization is
nominal (which in this case means "low").
A dozen or so upper-classmen, prominent in
activity on the campus, and stirred by the Fresno
message, will meet Monday to begin active
ning for a Pacific Blue Key chapter. These men will
be the charter members of the club, but there will
be others invited to join as soon as the chapter is
chartered, perhaps before next fall.
A society such as this has long been needed on
the C. O. P. campus. It will give deserved recogni
tion to hard-working junior and senior men, give
Pacific a NATIONAL organization at last, and help
in many forms of activity on the campus. Good luck
to Pacific's Blue Key pioneers!

UNION

1

COLLEGE CULTURE
Anyone walking over the College of the Pacific
grounds last Tuesday could not help being struck
by the art exhibit spread so bountifully over the
Bookstore walls. Varied types of work and kinds
of subjects found their place in the second outdoor
art show to which the PSA has been treated in the
space of a few weeks.
Despite the sometimes frivolous comments on
individual pictures, the entire exhibit made a great
many of us more art-conscious than we had been for
years. Like the Carnegie phonograph, these art
shows make for culture on the campus. And we can
use it!
q p

OPEN HOUSE
Last Friday the Stockton Junior College tried a
new experiment, an "open house" celebration on the
College of the Pacific campus. Always slow to re
spond in such matters, the citizens did not turn out
in large numbers, despite an excellent publicity cam
paign.
Congratulations are in order, however, for those
who planned this ice-breaking event. Planning, pub
licity, exhibits—all showed originality and enterprise.
So, to Dr. Bawden and to all other participants, our
plaudits for a difficult job well done.
G. P.

Celt's
Whisker

By GALEN "STUB" HARVEY

NOW

advertisements is the A Capella choir which so ably
represents the College Conservatory at various func
tions held throughout the state of California. This
year the choir, under the batonless direction of J.
Russell Bodley, has appeared in concert before audi
ences of distinguished critics in Long Beach, Los
Angeles, has sung in numerous church services all
over the state, at school programs in Sacramento,
Bakersfield and elsewhere, at many club meetings,
and has been featured on several local, state and na
tional broadcasts. • On every occasion, the group
has been acclaimed as the nonpareil of West Coast
collegiate singing groups—a distinction which re
flects the highest credit upon Pacific's music depart
ment.
Tomorrow night the A Capella singers will make
their second appearance at the Golden Gate Exposi
tion, with a national hook-up carrying their voices
to the corners of the country. "On wings of song"
will ride the name of Pacific. Surely, no finer medi
um of publicity could be desired.
Members of the student body will receive their
annual opportunity to hear the choir in concert next
Tuesday night, the group's last local performance
of the year. In view of the particularly outstand
ing achievements of the A Capella organization this
spring, this event merits a unanimous turn-out of
Pacificites. It is the one concrete way of expressing
to Director Bodley and his fine group of singers
appreciation for the good-will work they have done
for Pacific.

The

Smmhmm

Clarence K. Streit's new book proposing "Union
Now" has provoked a great deal of discussion even
in traditionally isolationist United States.
Although "Union Now" may be impossible inter
nationally, the recent Methodist uniting conference
in Kansas City proved that union of the followers
of John Wesley was not so much a dream as was
once thought.
Because of its Methodist heritage and because
its president, Dr. Tully C. Knoles, participated in
the uniting conference, the College of the Pacific
should be especially proud of its new affiliation—
not with the Methodist Episcopal Church, but with
the new METHODIST CHURCH.
G. P.

ONE OF PACIFIC'S FINEST

m
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There's a good article on the
history of the Bob Crosby band in
the current issue of Collier's. It
gives an insight of the workings
of a big band that has definitely
worked itself up from the ranks.
The Crosby crew should debut on
the Camel Caravan at an early
date, and their Dixieland dispen
sations are a cinch to send you.
Benny Goodman has been turn
ing in a stellar performance each
week on the Camel hour. It seems
that the King still thrives on com
petition. Many a band that has
had as much trouble from chang
ing men and other up and coming
swing outfits would have folded
up in the stretch drive. Not so the
Goodmen crew. They just keep
rollin' along.
SHAW TO PASS US UP?
There's a rumor going about to
the effect that Artie Shaw's band
won't be up this way after their
Palomar engagement. It seems that
the Shavian crew is booked up solid
and won't have time for the cus
tomary barnstorming tour into
Northern California before heading
back East.
In our estimation, this would be
a grave error by the management
of the Shaw outfit. All the swing
fans are agog over the prospect of
seeing this band in person, and
there's no getting away from the
fact that a barnstorming tour is
the best means of putting a band
over in regard to public acclaim.
DIS-A AND DATA
Buddy Rogers may have made
a good move by letting his swing
crew go, but we doubt it. We
"caught his new band on a recent
airing, and confidentially
.
The band is evidently being built
along the general lines of a Skinnay
Ennie outfit. The main trouble with
this idea comes from the fact that
every other commercially-minded
maestro in the game is fronting a
band of similar caliber—and there
just isn't room for them all. Buddy's
original beat-out crew had a
definite style which was rapidly
catching on with the hep-cats. His
present band is, at its best, very
mediocre.
Pinky Tomlin has a pleasing per
sonality and fronts a band which
swings sometimes. There's a poten
tially good trumpet man in the
band and, as soon as he quits hit
ting pink ones, lie'lj be right up
there battin' with the best of the
bunch.
Gene Krupa's solid combo is still
getting some fine airings from the
Sherman Hotel in Chicago. There's
the outfit to watch, cats. Their en
semble and solo work is improving
in leaps and bounds.
There's no question that Krupa
is the backbone of the band, but
he is to be commended on his re
straint in playing solid drums and
keeping himself comparatively in
the background as far as solos are
concerned. Buddy Rich, Shaw's
hideman, is a much louder drum
mer than Krupa, and yet, Krupa
leads a band while Rich is just a
side-man.

W H I R L
By TWINCHELL
TWINCHELL TALKS
TO HIMSELF
Yes, there's no doubt about it.
Things are getting morbidly quiet
around this WEEKLY office again.
Except for the rat-a-tattat of
Stub Harvey in the next chair as
he writes another letter to him
self from some radio celebrity,
there isn't a stir—and downstairs
it's even worse. The halls are as
lively as the Roman Catacombs
and the campus looks like the for
est primeval.
OF COURSE, Becker will proba
bly be up soon wanting to know
when my column will be written
. . . and there's all kinds of tests
and term papers I could be think
ing about, at least . . . and the art
exhibit on the Cub House is the
kind of thing we like ... except
for Dave Matthews' version of
campus work ... we look like
the PWA working overtime. . . .
Bob Davis can paint for my
dough, figuratively speaking. . . .
Then, there's always the swim
ming pool and tennis courts . .
where you see the lovely "dawncing gairls" ... or a sun bath on
a roof or on a lawn ... or you
can climb trees or walk down the
levee. . . . Quite a little to do, I
must admit . . . even go to classes
as a last resort. . . .
WELL, I WOULDN'T SAY
NOTHING HAD HAPPENED—
I was saying that the other
night when I heard a siren ap
proaching closer and closer . . .
and the next thing I knew they
were saying Rhizomia was on fire.
. . . No such luck, men of Ome
ga, just a room, but it was fun to
watch how fast the sororities con
gregated in fraternity circle. . . .
(Guess we'll have to light the
house on fire to get better ac
quainted.) . , . Then there was the
Incident of Oscar in the dining
halt without his pants . . . a
scene I'll never forget and an ex
hibition of nonchalance unequalled
since Adolphe Menjou lit a Murad
. . . College Whirl salutes you,
Oscar, those sophomores who re
moved your pants are still going
around with amazed expressions
... as are the visitors to the
campus that day from N. B. C.
AS FOR SOCIAL LIFE . . .
can't say it's died ... a gay
crowd of Archites ushered in the
week-end season last week . . .
yes,, I'm sure "gay" is the word
. . . toujours gai . . . and we
heartily endorse Monterey, Carmel,
and all points thereabouts. . . .
On to the Del Monte hotel . . .
where Prof. Fast and Bobbie Gam
mons almost copped a waltz prize,
while the table of Archites sat
aghast, if one can sit in that posi

WE'VE BEEN HEARIN'
Some mighty fine reports about
Radio Day have come to our ears,
Students, faculty and
visiting
guests, alike, have been very kind
in their remarks of appreciation
as well as criticism. For which
we are indeed grateful.
Of special mention are the re
marks which Ira Bljie and Will Au
brey, two of last Thursday's guests,
gave on their own programs the
following Friday over the NBC
stations in San Francisco. Their
description of our beautiful cam
pus, the hospitality which they en
joyed here, the "sturdiness of the
lads" and the "beauty of the co
eds," all make very "nice-hearing"
copy and is the kind of advertising
which money can not buy.
There were many kind opinions
expressed on the campus. We re
member with a great deal of satis
faction and gratefulness the re
marks made by Dean of Men James
Corson; those made by Art Farey
of the Campus Studios; others
made by Dean Fred L. Farley, Miss
Dot Stegall, chairman of the
Greeters Committee, Bill Becker,
George Blaufuss of Rhizomia, Miss
Norma Bentley, whose singing was
highly complimenied by our visit
ing guests, and many others.
TAKE A BOW, PLEASE!
Bill Becker, for your find hand
ling of the "Campus Correspon
dent" program from the Campus
Studios this semester.
Dr. Malcolm R. Eiselen, for your
able substituting for Dr. Tully C,
Knoles, during his absence from
the campus, on his well known
radio program, "The World of To
tion. . , . THEN, Rhizomia and day." Responses from the outside
indicate that you are a valuable
Omega Phoo Phoo take off to
radio personality on our campus,
morrow . . . Rhizomia taking care Congratulations!
of Hoge, Re! man. Smith, Meyer,
Pulich, Phifer, Farley, Fanucchl,
Porter, Woods, Martin and Co. Fuller, Hancock, Biddick and any
while Omega is dragging Laddon, others not included at this mo
Rodier, Sullivan, etc. . . . and the ment, who have been featured on
Dorm is tossing another Formal "Pacific Symposium" a popular
Friday night . . . where sisters panel discussion and interview pro
and girl friends coming up from gram. Your work via campus mike
the city will be squired by some has given us a lot to think about
of our best-to-offer: Blau-puss tak and an habitual eagerness to listen
ing care of Roxine's little sister in each week.
who is just about to graduate
Crabbe and Farey, for your loyal
from high school (in two or three work for the Campus Studio and
years). . . . Charlie Durham is the programs which you have an
taking care of one of her play nounced as well as directed or pro
mates. . . , Karl Rigor is being duced.
groomed for action along this
George Ross, manager of KWG,
line.
from whose desk has come so
NOW THAT WE'RE DOWN many generous orders which have
TO NAMES . . . we might men been advantageous to Pacific and
tion that Erma Martin and Roy her radio welfare. Your interest
Phillips are the couple of the here is appreciated by students,
week, having decided to go steady faculty and alumni of the College
for that long . . . and the little of Pacific, as well as its thousands
inseparables, Phyllis Stabler and of friends.
Johnny Bryan actually had a AN EXPLANATION
"beef" last week, but it's all over
The reason there have been so
now. , , . Speaking of such things, few radio programs broadcast
they tell one on Sherwood that he from the San Francisco World's
said good-bye for the week-end to Fair is that there seems to be a
Charm on Friday and got so lone feeling that the telephone com
some he went down to see her pany, which leases the remote con
Saturday. , . . Claire Pratt talks trol lines to the radio companies
more about the Station Wagon has been doing some over-charging
than the driver . . . and these or high charging for the rental of
surveys are driving us batty . . . these lines. The high cost asked
which brings back Oscar Dowd- has kept several of the indepen
ling again, who this time turns in dent stations off the island and so
a general alarm at the girls' dorm far NBC and Columbia only have
and when they answer, he gives been using programs, few as they
them all a survey . . . one way to have been, from the island.
do it. . . . We cast a vote for
The telephone company realizes
Jeanette Shepard as a cute gal there is a treasure in "Treasure
. . . and congratulate back-togeth- Island" and they plan to get their
ers Jimmy Woods and Dick Steb- share of it, do or die. Until they
bins, Mary Rice and Johnny Sin come down in their costs, it seems
gleton. ... And while we're bou- as if we are going to have to lump
queting, orchids to Margaret Gif- it, or the fair id!
ford, whom we like . , . and more
RADIO ETHICS
to Helen Cortelyou, with OK in
Some radio stations have been
caps. , . .
under-charging for their ads on
WE'RE OFF NOW . . .
the air. Several local organiza
PLENTY OF DIRT
tions have even been given ads
• . . comes from Coik's place over the air. If the event is worth
where someone stole all the towels advertising, it's worth paying for.
last week and no one could take There are records to show that,
a bath . . . what's this about even though parties have secured
seeing Jackie Parker's father for cut-rate ads, the job of advertising
jobs? . . . Jimmy Ramos, beware and publicizing the event has not
been done as completely or as thor
of "darkness on the Delta" . .
especially after twelve . . . and I ough as when a fair charge has
know all about Jim Porter, too. been made and the ad given high
• . . Girls, tab Dusty Miller when class attentoin. You can't get any
he makes his debut. . . . Peak of thing worth having free nowadays,
interest came in Mrs. Breniman's unless you believe, in gambling,
Shakespeare class where Eiey and bank nites, or premium contests.
Hobson staged a bitter battle on You always lose something when
the Shakespearean-Baconian prob you get something for nothing,
lem. ... I'd like to hear that
proven before I die, one way or
the other. . . . Must you pop up
in assembly, Betty Rae, before we
can run out. . . . Hellman, turn
down your radio. . . . Mark "Bow
Wow" Boyarsky for best tan on
the campus. . . . Check "Eastside
of Heaven" for Bing's current
best . . . and show up on the
"Little Flshies," gates, before it
When all the world seems dull with
backfires. . . .
care,
Well, you know, dear reader (I
I take down Chaucer's aged
am how sure of a reader as I
scroll,
send this home weekly to my
And read those tales without com
father), it isn't quite so dead
pare,
around the old office after all
And gloom and sorrow from me
... In fact, we're off to join the
roll.
melee I . . watch out, Harvey, I I linger over every word,
can't get through the door when
And peace and joy within me
you stand so close to it.
shine.
Oh, what relief to find a bird
Southern Illinois Normal Uni
Whose spelling is e'en worse than
versity students spend $5.0,000 a
mine.
year to see moving pictures.
M. R. E.

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK

COLLEGIANA

BACKSTAGE

VTA GROSSE

HENRY WARD BEECH ER
was taught everything from shoe
ing a horse to knitting his socks,
but these oracles from Arkansas
also know plenty about a lot. The
San Jose State Spartan has it that
Arkansas Oracle Bob Burns would
address a senior orientation meet
ing soon. His coming has caused
so much excitement that plans
are under way for an all-college
assembly. That reminds me, what's
San Jose got that we haven't got?

rptfAT:
obarJM
find sued
f
club has the
Danc
«''3^eila»ed'at Ga

HAS IT BEEN BROUGHT TO
your attention that reading, writ
ing and romance don't mix? A
Chicago professor via the Californian declares they are one of
the best combinations for good
grades.
One of those surveys
showed that those who were mar
ried had less time for social life
because they had more time for
study and getting better grades.
Briefly, they settle down and
study. Contrary to opinion, it also
was found that college marriages
turn out to be self-supporting
with no waiting for checks from
home.
MAYBE COLLEGE MAR
RIAGES are a lrlihS tg.hudrlu
RIAGES are all right, but they
would sure have to be something
to help the college student's ab
sent-mindedness.
Our own Ad.
building board is always posted
with some kind of a lost notice.
The after-rainy season check-up
showed enough hats, coats, ga
loshes and umbrellas to open a
haberdashery at San Jose State.
* * *
UP TO NOW WE'VE HAD
diplomats, presidents, senators and
some other big shots fooling
around with our navy, so it's about
time to let the mind-reader have
a try. A squib from the Trojan
tells us of one who wants to show
Washington how a battleship can
be made invisible to the enemies
until almost within hailing dis
tance. He swears it isn't done
with mirrors. At $3500 a ship
maybe he has something.
•

*

•

SUGGESTED USE FOR THE
girl kissers, cigar smokers, ice
cream eaters and guppy gulpers:
Put them to work on the recent
grasshopper invasion down south.
Don't you think the Trojan has
something there?

SPRING SONG
By BONNIE SMITH
In the Spring a young man's
fancy turns to love,
So they say.
And yet they make him con
centrate on history and
math
And tell him to study two
hours a nite for each hour
in class
And give him three term
papers to write
And a synopsis to turn in.
In the Spring, a young girl
sighs at stars above
And thinks about the psy
chology and physics
That wait in patient confusion
on her desk
And the midterm coming up
tomorrow
And the interior decorating
project due last week
And sighs again.
You can't do two things at
once,
So they say.
You can't concentrate on one
thing and accomplish an
other
It seems that a young man
just can't have any fancy
these days. . • .
Even in the Spring.

ii house
the subject . •
on
. w© 're Gene jdinson
' ' Tern* goldfish
is3 putting we wond
M.nCh
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By GAIL SCHEERE

WE TURN ORACLE
f"oUND:
Rifbe
Because ELECTRA has nf
• and Tonl
Kl<
been cast at the time of this wJj'Jet ®"*£iUerdgettl
mg, let us turn our prophetic gaLeys • • ' Jf untree and B
as far as Summer Session and 1.. . • heS Vada Ward w
first production. , . .
Lo^n ' '
Joan Purchi
There is on our campus a fell,
student who commands not on, nd nei — . _
genuine respect and admiratii" ,till ^itt6r'^ftty Dahlgr
for being a grand person, but greLy nights • • •
awe for his scholastic achieve^ VaUg
ment. It seems that he is coiLENTIABTjV:
^
t
ploting his five years' work f
. wishes to Lila
four—if it takes five years fe'
a s we p r e d i c t e d i t
Master's Degree, and It W , ' ' '
..
doesn't it?
if"1 r Rising Doug Camp'
ELEY TO DO HENRY IV ft
J that a Blaufuss stur
Anyway, Bob Eley, for it is % you seemed to g
of whom we speak, has turned 'nough!
H„ndlev
from the spot light of acting L>n (f°r Queea)
tn _0 )
the chair marked director. FL up and no place
g
as Eve sprang from Adam's r% night . • • roust
^
so
has Bob's adaptation
<Ws mixed, Lauren.
Shakespeare sprung from his Ma&dges and Inez T°3da
ter's thesis. He has taken bof Monte via the p®dI°
parts of Henry TV and cut theLd Doyle cheek-to-chee
into one continuous streamlin^arbara Murphy . • •
version. Here ws will have a, very happy with Oreai
opportunity to see a beautifui|til . . • Mary Rice 'on s
done Shakespearean spectacle, an with Long-John Single
that comes but rarely.
:gju Scantlebury—still go
Bob has not only done the cut . . •
ting, but will take on the job U OF ThE WEEK:
director and will play Falstaff,!, of
on .
. _,„inr.hr,n
Harvey and Twinchell.
of Mr. S.'s famous characters.
J
far Bob has cast Lois Wheels'0F
M „
LiJ. XXfrnrV 'Rnilt. Me.
Jo Van Fleet, Bob Laning, Die1t Worry 'Bout Me.'
Mirski, John Crabbe, Gene Minsol GUESTS:
Les Knoles, Marion Akers, BuRadio Day were outstan
Myers, and even your 'umbjialties we especially enjt
scribe hag a part.
[harming Misses Sprague
In fact, your 'urable scribe wjne.
take on the role of a man, aiJ
»
• »
in spite of her two lines, forsei
I Q
•
a lot of fun in working in a fajSp©' OG 1 ' C 6
r
—
cinating production. Incidental^' ~
there are only 3 women's par
in the whole production.
I
We can't give you much moi
dope till we've had a oouple of ri
hearsals, but w# urge you
u ff1 services in memorj
icfiic men and women
,n« jte:
your very best "culture-ization"
mane BJ.L anempi 10 Slay over
during the past
enough to see this extra apeci|tle'd la®t Tuesday at ]
drama. It will be presented o
the Outdoor Theatre about Juif Farley opened the sci
29.
• Prayer, followed by a '•

3 By Faculty
Jmtbers

UNDER THE ELMS

U 5' ?5Uce_ T°mlinson.
by Mr. Corbin prec
Marjorie Larson's Studio TMfldress by Dr.
Tun
atre production, LENA RIVEa,
will be repeated tonight and b
«
»
»
morrow night. In this typicj
Mary J. Holmes play, you reallSfldld A!umn<
entertaining comedy with Ju/6 LuncFlGOn
enough of the typically M. J. Jha chapter of Emend i, „
pathos to give the players a lwili hold tfcni
of fun in working up their role(on j° the ' ,.annUal S1
K ' " / ^ t h
Outstanding w o r k h a s been do«lmari h o
r
by Lois Wheeler in the title rollt ;n gan at 439 N°rth
you'll love her transition fro;#.
a gawky, muddling country gal ii o'clock ha
1
the willowy and charming sout !0l. the lu Sg
6°n *>at
ern belle who grabs her man fro»ienta are
m chai'ge of
her cousin's haughty nose. fty 5hy pioFBert Trulsson Is no slouch «chapter Young, presid*
Lena's handsome heart interer
And Bill Hunefeld and Eloi;
Smith will panic you with the
burlesque negro characterizatio
In fact the whole cast does
good job after having overco
many obstacles and we offer
wishes for the success they
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^4 IMEAK THAT:
Archites find such charms
old Stockton High . . .
H*>cal "36" club has the shotgun
a on Ed Yelland . . . Dance
Kg was celebrated at Gail
house last Saturday . . .
t |, ^^Lliile we're on the subject . . .
M t|>.falling . • • Gene Minson . . .
""id Fnch is putting goldfish in
* pining Hall ... we wonder
they're for!

Old-Fashioned Them
Selected For Dance
By Women s Hall

WL

S AROUND:
: .k Mirski and Toni Rifberg
T*r
Harriet Budin and Kick
" . 'bhreys . . . Bev Miller getting
jr . , . Les Rountree and Ber"'^sJBrown . . . Vada Ward with
Lck eye . . . Joan Purchace
[ut her crutches . . . Rose
[in and her old jalopy . . . Art
ii still jitter-bugging it on
, A'Liay nights . . . Betty Dahlgren
fly, 7* «tan Vaughn . . .

**•< ^LDENTIALLY:
»•. r best wishes to Lila Fae
(an ... as we predicted it's a
0 "K Vc- tiful ring . . .
•. > '' tie advertising Doug Campbell
•'•far was that a Blaufuss stunt?
•
aray you seemed to get a date
.
Good 'nough!
• unen (for Queen) Handley all
ed up and no place to go last
' ' Ly night . . . must have got
jT^ftJdates mixed, Lauren!
z* iKedges and Inez Toscano went
' " lyfel Monte via the Pedro Route
'"•'i.ii JBud Doyle cheek-to-cheeking
r' »» »jTBarbara Murphy . . . Kenny
'»• i Jh very happy with Oreanna
•*-"Ua Jpell . . . Mary Rice "on and
7'te" with Long-John Singleton
' only j-,1 Bill Scantlebury—still going
PLE OF THE WEEK:
lb Harvey and Twinchell.
G OF THE WEEK:
pn't Worry 'Bout Me."
[ GUESTS:
Radio Day were outstanding
malties we especially enjoyed
tharming Misses Sprague and

dapel service
d By Faculty
embers
lapel services in memoiy of
Pacfiic men and women who
died during the past year
[ held last Tuesday at 10:45
_ Han Farley opened the service
. r.Htrt «| a prayer followed by a 'cello
by C. Bruce Tomlinson. A
K THK IUB 1
by Mr. Corbin preceded
. Ancni ft address by Dr. Tully C.
7o* .ciUm. l*M es. . „
•r

nendia Alumnae
.
|
- ^ve Luncheon
:

j

H" "

P"'1'

" " ' ', pha chapter of Emendia Alum,
lyplsJ wiI1 hol(j fhgji. annual Spring
1 heon in the garden of the H.
c «
t -i lllman home at 439 North Sixth
. • <
et in San Jose on Saturday,
o'clock has been set as the
r for the luncheon party. Ar-'-gements are in charge of Mrs.
. ' othy Rice Young, president of
:ha chapter.

BETROTHED

Band Presents
Spring Vesper
Concert

Miss Dougan
To Become
Mrs. Frisen

Lokoya Lodge Is
Location For
Rhizite Weekend

On Sunday afternoon, May 21,
at 4:00 o'clock, the College of the
At a beautiful formal tea last
Pacific-Stockton
Junior
College
Band under the direction of Robert Sunday afternoon at the home of
B. Gordon will present its annual her parents, Miss Lila Fae Dougan
Spring Vesper Concert.
told of her betrothal to Mr. Carl
Margaret George, soprano, is the Martin Frisen.
soloist for the occasion, and the
The setting for the announce
following program will be given:
ment tea was the home of Dr.
Caprice Italian .. Tschaikowsky
Colonial Song
Grainger and Mrs. Stanley Dougan in the
Molly on the Shore
Grainger eastern foothills overlooking San
Habanera from "Carmen ....Bizet Jose. Approximately one hundred
Margaret George, soloist.
and seventy-five guests called to
INTERMISSION
greet the honoree between the
Flight of the Bumble-bee
Rimsky-Korsakov hours of two and five o'clock.
Guests were greeted at the door
Rhapsody in Rhumba ....Bennett
Russian Sailors' Dance ....Gliere by the mother of the bride-to-be,
The program is open to the public. Miss Dougan, Miss Frances Rich
ardson, and Miss Margaret Royer.
Each carried a French bouquet of
MISS JUNE LANE, senior stu
Spring flowers in shades harmon
dent and socially prominent Paciizing with the afternoon gowns.
ficite, told last Tuesday evening
Miss Dougan's sister, Miss Bev
of her betrothal to Mr. Gordon
White.
erly Dougan, Miss Mildred Goth,
Miss Dorothy Gruber, all of San
Jose, and Miss Dorothy Guerin,
Miss Bernice Markowitz, and Miss
Helen McManus of the College of
At a beautifully appointed formal the Pacific assisted throughout the
dinner at their sorority house last afternoon.
The spacious rooms of the Dou
Tuesday evening, members of Mu
Zeta Rho were hostess to the gan home were exquisitely decor
ated with flowers arranged by
pledges of the house.
Table decorations were carried Miss C. Smith of San Jose, who
out in purple and yellow. A purple is an interior decorator of note.
Mrs. Kenneth Tripp of San Jose
Alpha Theta Tau members at runner mounted with Spanish
Broom
formed
the
decorations
for
and
Mrs. Otto Wldeman of Palo
an informal dinner on Tuesday
night soon discovered that Miss banquet table. Yellow tapers and Alto presided at the tea table.
Yellow Broom used in attractive
During the afternoon, guests
Opal Berg was not the only honoree
arrangements throughout the were entertained by vocal solos by
of the evening, for on that occasion
Miss June Lane made formal an rooms also added to the color Miss Barbara Caswell, accompanied
by Miss Vivian Manary; a violin
nouncement of her engagement to scheme.
Plans are being formulated this
Junan Bronzich, president of the solo by Mrs. B. Breen, accom
Mr. Gordon White.
sorority, appointed Gayle Rawies, panied by -her mother, Mrs. Flor
week by members and pledges of
Laid at each place at the table
Mu Zeta Rho sorority for their were tiny French bouquets of laven- Meri Wolf, and Pat Carson to be ence Moser; and a vocal selection
in charge of general arrangements. by Mr. Frank Meredith of San
annual Spring Formal to be an dar and peach violas, which con
Guests of honor at the affair Francisco, a cousin of the engaged
cealed
small
arrows
bearing
the
in
event of next Friday night.
were the eleven pledges of Mu Zeta Miss; he was accompanied by Miss
scription, "June and Gordie."
Dancing from nine until twelve
Rho: Adelaide Weinstein, Charlotte Alma Williams of San Jose.
Further decorations at the lovely
A formal candlelight initiation
Stockton Golf and Country Club
o'clock to the music of Jimmy Ross affair included lavendar stock and Kerr, Norma Marcellin, Bernice
Miss Dougan is a member of
Markowitz, Anne Schneider, Har the Alpha chapter of Omega Nu has been selected as the scene of service conducted by the Zetagaand his orchestra, Mu Zetes and sweet peas combined with candles
riet Budin, Betty Lee Matthews, sorority in San Jose. She was a the Sophomore Class dance on thean Society was held in the
their guests will enjoy a Spring of the same color.
Dorothy Guerin, Laurie Applegarth, student at the San Jose State Friday, June 2.
S. C. A. rooms, Thursday evening,
Miss Lane is the daughter of Mr.
flower setting for the affair. At
Bob McCormick and his orchestra
Helen Cortelyou, and Eloise Lam College, where she was affiliated
and Mrs. John E. Lane of Salt Lake
May 4. The service was conducted
the conclusion of the evening of
with the Allenian Society, and she will play for dancing between nine by Harriett Kientz, president, who
City, Utah. She is a graduating bert.
dancing, the party will enjoy a
is now a student of the class of and one o'clock. At least one mem was assisted by Pauline Crawford,
senior at the College of the Pacific
midnight supper served at the
ber of each couple must be a mem
'39 at the College of the Pacific.
and a past president of Alpha
vice-president, and Claudlna Housorority house.
Mr. Frisen is affiliated with Pi ber of the Sophomore class and a ser, secretary-treasurer.
Theta Tau. She is a graduate of the
Beverly Wright and Betty Dixon
member of the Pacific Student As
Kappa
Delta,
the
honorary
debat
Oakland School System.
Those initiated into the society
are co-chairmen of the formal
ing fraternity and is a graduate sociation.
Gordon White, son of Mr. and
were Reva Abrams, Mary Baron,
event, and they are being assisted
Co-chairmen of this annual event
student at the College of the Pa
Mrs. R. J. White of Martinez, grad
Elaine Brink, Geraldine Cullers,
by Meri Wolf, chairman of the bids
cific. For next year he has re will be Kenny Klaas, president of Madeline Farretti, Alyce Jane
uated from the College of the Pa
committee, and Gayle Rawies and
the
Sophomores,
and
Jean
Strong.
ceived a teaching fellowship from
cific in 1938. While an under
Gipner, Phyllis Gritton, Dorothea
Pat Carson, chairmen of the deco
They are being assisted by several
graduate, he was affiliated with
Connecticut State College.
Hamlett, Jessie Hanney, Eleanor
rations committee.
Omega Phi Alpha fraternity, of
No date has been set for the important committees.
Preceeding their regular busi
Jacobsen, Janet Lehman, Norma
Formal bis will carry out the
Norm Davis, Marabelle Rodier, Jean Liebber, Laurace Mathews,
which he is a past president.
ness meeting members of Tau wedding.
flower note in the house colors of
and Irving Fritz are in charge of Beverley Meyer, Florence New
No date has been set for the wed Kappa Kappa Sorority entertained
Sandalwood and Rose.
securing the orchestra for the occa berry, Idella Noteware, Ruby Par
ding.
the Varsity Track Team at a picnic
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, housemother,
sion. Members of the program com son, Charlotte Schwing, Judy SullArrangements for the dinner dinner served in the garden. The
Mu Phi Epsilon, Music Honor So Mrs. Cora Lynch, Mr. Robert Fenix were made by Bette Flicklnger and
mittee include Bea McCarl, Mary wold, Kaiko Takai, Jean Wieberts,
event
was
the
reviving
of
the
tradi
ciety, will meet tonight for election and guest, and Mr. Emory Fast and May Lou Whitmore.
Barbara Baer, and Bev Miller.
tion of the sorority to honor the
Roberta Young, and Denice Zapherguest
will
be
patrons
and
patron
of officers. The meeting will be
Choice of the place is in the son.
Guests at the dinner included track team as they had in many
held at Lockeford, where there will esses for the evening.
hands of Bill Biddick, Adrian
Miss Opal Berg, Miss Mary Doman, years past. Following the dinner of
A business meeting and serving
Included in the guest list will
be a Pot-Luck dinner and a pro
Squires, and Bob Lauppe. Glen of refreshments concluded the eve
house mother, Virginia Weston, weiners, buns, Salad, and all the
be
several
alumnae
of
the
sorority.
gram. Ruth Johnson and Marcella
Harter, Barbara Newman, and ning.
Minnie Sawyer, June Lane, Muriel picnic trimmings the guests and
Thorpe are in charge of the ar
Charles Durham comprise the com
Logerwell, Verna Dunstan, Mar hostesses enjoyed playing ping pong
Members of the College of the mittee on decorations.
rangements.
garet George, Bette Flickinger, and badminton.
Virginia Brown is president of
Benny Savelli and Betty Barry
Sarah Cameron, Charlotte Meeske,
Committees in charge of the Pacific Alumni Council were din
the local chapter.
Ann Hodgkins, Virginia Nelson, affair were; general chairman, Lois ner guests of Mrs. Birdie Mitchell, are arranging publicity.
Bea McCarl, Roberta Ball, Toni Lasell; decorations, Alice Ladd, alumni president, at her Stockton
Rifberg, Maxine Oliver, Jackie Alice Hall, and Betty Ann Smith;
According to Miss Ellen L. Deerhome on Saturday evening, May
Parker, Betty Barry, Fran Bran- food, Alice Keehner, Olga Kalmin,
ing, associate registrar of the
Impressive midnight ceremonies
stead, Betty Larner, Lois Genachio, Patty Mason, and Edith Claire 13. Wives, husbands, and sweet
Senior College, students wishing
Mrs. Edward Gardner was the at Rho Lambda Phi last Sunday
Rose Lee Rowe, May Lou Whit Hixson; service, Norma James, hearts of the Council members
summer session information may
featured speaker at the meeting night formally initiated twelve new
more, Shay Barnett, Bobbin Gay Melba ' Jean Loyd, Rose Marie were also dinner guests, making a
now receive both the catalog and
College art students used to get
of the Classical Club Wednesday, pledges into full brotherhood. Presi
Peck, Nelda Ormiston, Ann Blun- Douglas, and Lois Mae Ventre,
total number of sixteen.
so much paint on their hands, they time schedule in the Registrar's
May 17, at the home of Mrs. dent Bob Kientz conducted and was
dell, Bonnie Smith, Claire Pratt, clean-up, the pledges.
Office.
Broaddus. Her topic was Lucre aided by House Manager Pat DunThe matter of a possible Alumni now do so on purpose and call It
Pat McNamara, Muriel Brown,
lap, Chaplain Norman Lamb, At
"fingerpainting."
tius, the Latin poet.
Association
trip
accompanying
the
Dawn Zuckerman, Aileen Bolter,
The class, under the direction of
torney Howie Hansbrow and
C. O. P. football /team to Hawaii
and Ruth Coward.
Grace E. Ward, has revived this
Sergeant at Arms Harris Fine.
next fall was discussed.
The ancient Rhizomia bell rang
Plans for the annual Alumni childish art, and results are now
in the following neophites: Carl
SATURDAY
Commencement dinner were also being displayed in the Senior Col
Gastman, Sacramento;
Johnnie
"Rose of Washington
made. This year it is planned to lege General Crafts Exhibit, Room
Stolz, Milwaukee and San Mateo;
Square"
invite the parents of the gradu 221 of Weber Hall.
Samples of weaving are also on
Dave Livle and Bill Livie, Petawith
Number seven in the Student Re ates as well as the graduates
display and include small rugs,
luma; Karl Stone, Berkeley; Dick
TYRONE POWER, AL.ICE FAYE
Last night two new members cital Series will be presented Mon themselves to the dinner.
AL JOIXSON
mats, and purses which are shown
Stebbins, Piedmont; George Camp were initiated into the National day, May 22, at 8:15 p. m. in the
Miss Lorraine Knoles reported
—Also—
bell Miller, Ferndale; Art Holton, Honoray Musical Fraternity, PHI College of the Pacific Conservatory. on the matter of the revampment in the processes of making.
"Boy Friend"
A
major
part
of
the
exhibit
con
San Francisco; Bob Henning, San MU ALPHA. Bruce Tomlinson, well
The students performing will be of the alumni paper, "The Paci
WEDNESDAY
Jose; Don McKinley and Tom Fer known Cellist, and Frank Pursel, Bernis Tuttle, pianist; Alice Tilton, fic Review," and Mr. Charls sists of stenciling and various col
"Man Of Conquest"
ored block-print designs.
rari and Hamilton Briggs, all of pianist were given the degree. The m e z z o - s o p r a n o ; M e r l e M o r t o n ,
Warmer, '36, director of the Liv
—Also—
Visitors are welcome to inspect
Stockton.
ceremony was held in Anderson mezzo-soprano; Irving Fritz, or ing Endowment Fund, gave a re
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER
the
art
work
at
any
time.
Hall with President A1 Liedstrand ganist; Barbara Harrison, soprano; port on the progress of the Fund
GROSSE'S JOKE SALE
presiding. Many members and Clayton Long, pianist.
and plans for the next few months
Alumni were present to welcome
A string quintet composed of in that regard.
The Dinuba Emerald & White:
Waiter: "Your coffee, sir, special the new Brothers into Beta Pi Mildred Marsh, playing the violin;
The next meeting of the Council
Gloria Hopps, viola; To Wescoat, is slated for August.
Chapter.
from Australia."
On Saturday evening, Beta Pi cello; Evelynne Ward, bass; and
Customer: "Is that why it took Chapter in conjunction with Beta Camille Goff, piano; will also be
Eta chapter of San Jose will hold heard.
you so long?"
their annual dinner dance at Lake
All student recitals are open to
Merritt Hotel in Oakland. With the the public, with no admission
"Insurance In Business" and "In
dance floor overlooking beautiful charges.
surance as a Business" were the
Lake Merritt, and a good dance
topics discussed by Mr. F. O. Hellband, the members are looking MICHELSON VISITS
wig of the Traveler's Insurance
forward to an enjoyable evening.
Miss Alice Michelsen, Pacific Company, for Mr. Fenix's Business
As the year draws to a close Beta student of 1936-37, and active in Management class last Wednesday
Pi looks ahead with new plans for many campui events, was a visitor afternoon.
Campus Rep.:
next year. The newly elected offi on the campus this week. She has
MARABELLE RODIER
cers for the coming year are: just completed a successful year of
Albert Miller, Supreme Council training at the Highland School of
man and President; Clayton Long, Nursing in Oakland.
Vice-President; Ted Norton, Secre
tary; Forrest Honnold, Treasurer;
Robert Harrison, Historian; and
"On Pacific Avenue"
Irving Fritz, Warden.

Lane-White
Betrothal
Is Told

Dinner Honors
Mu Zete
Pledges

Sophomores To Zetagatheans
Have Dance At Initiate 23
Country Cluh Members

Tau Kappa Has
Picnic For
Track Men

Alumni Council
Makes Plans
For '39-'40

Summer School
Catalogs Ready

Rhizites Initiate
Twelve Pledges

C. O. P. Artists Go
Back To Childhood

Music Fraternity
Initiates Two

STUDENTS WILL
BE HEARD IN
TUES. RECITAL

Insurance Talks

Flowers for
Every Occasion

WHO IS SHET

ZENOBIA
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

Billie Burke-AHce Brady

A GOOD PLACE TO

Southern Pacific
J. A. TANDROW—Phone 5-5661

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY

Until May 25th Only

Hardy Langdou

THRILL-ACTION-SUSPENSE

PANAMA PATROL

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

524 E. Main St.
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JC Swimmers
Tripped By
Spartans
By JACK PRICE

Basiness And Professional Directory
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

BOB'S

Main ft El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar ft Yosemlte, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found In a
Flrst-Class Pharmacy

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

FRIEDBERGER'S
839 East Main Street
. . . JEW EIDERS . . .

For better business positions

HUMPHREYS

BLUE RIBBON

(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber Stockton

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Meet The
Gang

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

AT

BOBBINN

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

Fountain—Curb Service

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER

On El Dorado

2043 Pacific Avenue

CLOWES' DAIRY

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest In
Dairy Products

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

EDITED BY JACK PRICE

CHAMPION

Kjeldsenites Close
Successful Season
At San Jose

Congratulations to Lew Ford and
company for their showing at the
West Coast Relays in Fresno last
week. The trio of Ford, Bonnifield
and Ritohie gave the Raisin City
Going lax after a bril
track fans warning that the Pacific
liant
season of eleven vic
Tiger will have to be reckoned with
and two defeats
for the Far Western track title next tories
year.
< Coach Chris Kjeldsen's JayHOW IT SHINES
see mermen wound up
If you wonder where or how their 1939 aquatio campaign on
Lew Ford got that new gold wrist
the short end of a 40-35 score
watch, the secret Is to win first in
against the San Jos© Frosh last
the high jump against the picked
Friday afternoon at San Jose.
jumpers from Cal., Fresno State,
Running a little stale after their
Stanford, U. S. C., and U. C. L. A. long string of triumphs, the local
Let's hope that the showing made
spjashers couldn't seem to find
at Fresno this year will give track
themselves and when they needed
a definite boast in the Tiger
the relay to win the Kjeldsenites
campus and get the athletic de
put on a desperate sprint only to
partment to loosen up and purchase
new sweat suits for the spike team. lose by a few inches.
MANY VICTORIES
RECORDS FALL
While we're on the subject of
Holding victories over Santa
track, we'd like to call your atten Clara, San Jose, Stockton High,
tion to the fact that the Junior Lodi High, Cal Aggies, Menlo J. C.,
College team broke every school the Stockton Jaysee mermen en
record set last season with the ex joyed their best season in their
ception of the broad jump. So des short history and set up a record
pite the Jaysees' slow season they season that can compare favorably
seem to be coming up and with an with any Jaysee on the Coast.
other year's experience should be
In the star role for the Kjeld
ready to make a name for them senites was Freddie Van Dyke,
selves on the varsity.
Olympic hope in the backstroke,
Number one standout of the sea and following along with his triple
son was Kenny "Fifteen Point" wins came Bob Owen.
Rogers. Starting late in the season,
Rogers seemed to come into the RECORDS FALL
Van Dyke set several new pool
track spotlight over night. Another
season should see this Stockton records this year and if he con
athlete entering the Jaysee com tinues his pace he should be able
to compete in the 1940 Olympic
petition at Fresno.
The discovery of Hanner in the Games.
San Jose, Stanford and the Ag
mile and Ramos in the low hurdles
will be another stride towards Pa gies handed the Cubs their only
defeats of the season and of the
cific supremacy in the future.
three, Stanford Is the only aggre
APOLOGIES
It is with apologies to the swim gation stronger than the locals in
ming team that we give them a top a regular meet.
billing when they lost their final
Stockton J. C. scored a total of
meet after such a long win streak 537 points to their opponents 300%.
However, track and tennis finals
OWEN HIGH SCORER
had to have their play and the
High scoring honors for the
excellent showing of Chris Kjeldsen's Cub splashers had to take a year went to Bob Owen with a
total of 132% points. In second
back seat.
Pacific's annual Class Day pro place came Freddie Van Dyke with
gram comes off next Wednesday 91 1-3 points. Third place honors
afternoon so don't forget to turn were grabbed up by Wayne Bird,
out and cheer your favorites home. who accounted for 69 5-12 of the
Cubs' points for the season. Fourth
-O
was Les Jacobsen with 47 2-3
The Sagebrush of ol* Nevada:
Let a girl give a man enough points.
The remainder of the team to
rope and she'll have some Knotty
taled scores in the following or
problems to solve.
•
•
•
der: Jim Van Dyke, 37 5-12; Ray
Gnekow, 36 1-3; Karl Rigor, 36%;
The Pony Express of Sac. J. C.:
Osculation's unhygienic, even so Victor Simpson, 34 5-6; Nathan
It's the nicest way of getting Davies, 26; Leonard Ward, 17; Bill
germs I know, Stone, 5; and Bert Chance, 2.

Farm
West's Lane

Bengal Sports Page

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

Phone
6-6916 >

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

Trojan Track Team Ekes Out Victory
With Six Point Lead Over Stanford

, LEW FORD, Pacific's ace kan
garoo, licked th'- lest college highjumpers on the Coast at the Fres
no Relays last Saturday, won him
self a gold watch.

Tig er Netmen
Play Return
At San Mateo
Hellman Takes Over
Number One Spot
For Pacific
Yesterday afternoon the Bengal
tennis team traveled to San Ma
teo to play the last match of cur
rent net season.
Coach Bayshore of San Mateo
C. presented a strong lineup
including Carl Joost, Earl Alder
man, John Garton, Schnier, Langford and McCabe.
Coach Kjeldsen included Francis
Hellman, Ted Eschwig, Russ Pugmire, Marcello, Umipeg, Herman
Sapiro and Jack McBride in his
lineup.
HELLMAN MOVES UP
During the past week Captain
Francis Hellman ousted Ted Esch
wig from the number one spot re
suming his place as head of the
Bengal circus. Carl Joost, Junior
College Conference singles cham
pion and Hellman played the fea
ture match.
Ted Eschwig met severe opposi
tion from Earl Alderman, Russ
Pugmire met his equal In Johnny
Garton, Marcello Umipeg paired
up with McCabe, Sapiro drew
Schnier, and McBride met Howell.
The results of last week's match
with San Mateo gave the Bengals
flve-to-one win over the peninsula school.
RESULTS
1. Joost def. Eschwig 6-2, 7-5
(SM).
2. Hellman def. Garton 6-2, 8(P).
3. Pugmire def. Langford 6-8,
8-6, 6-0 (P).
4. Sapiro def. Schnier 6-2, 6-3
(P).
5. Umipeg def. McCabe 6-1, 6-2
(P).
6. McBride def. Howell 6-0,
(P).

Pacific Quartet
In Exhibition
At Sonora
Coach Ralph Francis and Pa
cific's "Big Four" track stars, Ford
Bonnifield, Looney and Tomasini,
will trek to Sonora this afternoon
to put on an exhibition at Sonora
High.
Looney will run an exhibition
quarter mile and Tomasini will dis
play his talent In the half mile
to complete the Tigers' track dis
play.
The field events will be handled
by Ford and Bonnifield, with Ford
doing the honors In the pole vault
and high jump and Fred handling
the discus throw.
•
o
The four colleges of the City of
New York have a total enrollment
of 52,000.

Hitting top form, Pacific's "Leap
ing Lew" Ford brought home the
bacon last Saturday evening when
he grabbed off first place honors
in the high jump with a leap of
6 feet 3 inches at the thirteenth
annual West Coast Relays in
Fresno.
Up against such stellar per
formers as Blaikie of U.C.L.A. and
Mallery of U.S.C., Leaping Lew
had all the competition the Pacific
Coast could offer and still managed
to bring the Bengal Tigers into
the hall of cinder recognition. Fig
uring the eleven-mile wind he was
jumping against and the cool
weather conditions, Ford was jump
ing the equivalent of 6 feet 6 Inches.
NEW RECORD
In the discus throw, Fred "The
Red" Bonnifield didn't fare so well
as his teammate, but he managed
to take seventh with a throw of
141 feet in a field of fifteen topnotch contestants.
In his second practice throw of
the evening, Fred tossed the platter
out 156 feet. Bonnifield's oficial
toss was two feet better than he
had done all season.
Zager of Stanford, took top
honors in the discus with a throw
of 168 feet 2% inches, which broke
the West Coast Relays record and
came within six feet of tying the
world's record.
RITCHIE NOSED OUT
Running smoothly, Phil Ritchie
of Pacific took fifth place in the
century race, being nosed out of the
fourth place spot by Frick of Cali
fornia by less than a foot.
The Fresno meet was a nip
and tuck affair between the high
powered University of Southern
California Trojans and the Stan
ford Indians with the former
emerging victorious by a scant six
points.

While the Trojans staged one of
the most topsy-turvy exhibitions on
record with Willis losing his sweat
pants in the 440 yard relay and
losing the baton in another relay,
Stanford pulled a surprise on the
coast critics and delivered in the
clutch to give Southern Cal. team
its closest meet in three years.
Jinxed from the start, the Fresno
track carnival had little chance of
breaking its usual quota of world
records in the face of a stiff wind
that blew the runners and field
competitors back on their heels.
Despite the wind, Dean Crom
well's sprint team was well on its
way to a new world's record In
the 440-yard relay as Mickey An
derson handed the baton to anchor
man Barney Willis with a long lead
over the field. However, Willis
hadn't heard the gun go off and
was still in his sweat pants when
he received the pass from Anderson.
As Willis headed down the last
sixty yards his pants began to fall
and he had to hop-step and pray
to finish out in front by inches,
with his pants twisted obtu his
ankles.
The time was just eight-tenths of
a second over the world record.
Had the Trojan ace been ready a
new mark wold have been made.

The annual FSA All-College
Tennis tournament is in full swing
in the men's singles and doubles
divisions, but play in the women's
singles and mixed doubles has
lagged.
In the men's singles the play is
in the third round with Francis
Hellman, Jack McBride, Marcello
Umipeg, Stewart Browne, Russ
Pugmire, Francis Banchio, Ian
Hutcheon, Herman Sapiro, Ted
Eschwig, and Bill Hunefeld still in
the running.

DOUBLES

In the men's doubles competition
Hellman and Sapiro defeated Lew
Morrill and Wilfred Traphagen to
gain the quarter-finals. Ted Esch
wig and Russ Pugmire, Ian Hutch
eon and Marcello Umipeg, and
Stewart Browne and Francis Ban
chio have also reached the quarter
finals,
The competition • in both - the
men's singles and doubles will be
sterner from now on with all of
the favorites still in the running.
In the men's doubles the teams
of Hellman and Sapiro will clash
with Browne and Banchio in the
quarter-finals, and Pugmire and
Eschwig will tangle with Hutcheon
and Umipeg.
WOMEN SLOW
As yet there has not been much
activity in the women's singles and
the mixed doubles matches, but
action should begin soon because
the finals are to be played next
Wednesday. All the finals in the
tennis competition will be played
JEFFERY STEALS SHOW
Clyde Jeffery ran the race of on Class Day, starting about 1:30
his life in the 100-yard dash, but p. m.
o
will never receive credit for it. The
sensational Stanford sophomore
covered the distance in 9.8 and ex
perts claim that the time without
an eleven-mile wind would have
equaled the world record of 9.4.
With all the freak exhibitions
After a week and a half of in
and bad weather, the Fresno Re
lays still surpassed its rivals, the tensive play in intramural softball
Drake, Kansas, Penn and the Texas the Omega Phi sluggers are leading
the pack with four straight wins
Relays.
to their credit, their nearest com
petitor being Archania with three
wins and two losses.
In the feature game of the week
Relay—Decatur, Dodson, Little- between the two leaders Wednesday
night the Omega Phi boys walked
field, Ledbetter, 1929, 3:26.4.
off with a 13 to 9 slugfest that saw
STOCKTON JUNIOR COLLEGE
everybody and his grandmother hit
Event, Record Holder, Year, ting the old apple at will.
Time or Mark:
Yesterday afternoon three more
100-yd. dash—Hayashi, 1938, 10.3 games were slated with the Dorm
100-yd. dash — Ostrander, 1939, and Archania, Omega Phi and the
Town team, and Rhizomia and
10.3.
220-yd. dash—Ostrander, 1939, 24 Manor going to battle.
The games slated for May 10,
440-yd. dash—Miller, 1939, 53.8.
880-yd. dash—Hanner, 1939, 2:14.5. postponed on account of rain, will
be played off Monday afternoon.
Mile run—Hanner, 1939, 4:56.5.
o
High hurdles—Rogers, 1939, 16.1,

Omega Phi Leads
In Intramural
Softball Race

TRACK RECORDS TO-DATE
COLLEGE OF PACIFIC
Event, Record Holder, Year,
Time or Mark:
100-yd. dash — Loveridge, 1930,
9.6.
220-yd. dash—Hoobyar, 1933, 21.2.
440-yd. dash—Decatur, 1930, 49.8.
880-yd. dash — Tomasini, 1939,
1:58.8.
Mile run—Hatch, 1931, 4:32.00.
2-mile run—Nelson, 1939, 10:27.3.
High hurdles—Richardson, 1930,
15.9.
Low hurdles—Richardson, 1930,
25.3.
Pole vault—Ford, 1938, 13 feet
2% inches.
High jump—Ford, 1939, 6 feet
4 inches.
Broad jump—Loveridge, 1929, 23
feet 3% inches.
Shot put — Disbrow, 1930, 46
feet 10% inches.
Discus — Corson, 1927, 144 feet
2% inches.
Javelin—Challis, 1933, 182 feet
3% feet.

Eight Placed In
Teaching Positions
Reports from the College Place
ment Bureau reveal that eight
teaching candidates already have
jobs for the coming school year,
1939-40
Those who have been placed in
the elementary field are: Lora Lou
Childs, Houston Elementary School,
Lodi; Mrs. Ila Owen, Tulare Ele
mentary School; Genevive Miller,
Woodland Elementary; and Rudy
Rivera, and Park Wilson, Merced
Elementary schools.
Those having secondary jobs are:
Bobbin Gay Peck, Lodi Union High
School, Ellsworth Lewis, Central
Union High School, Fresno; and
Bob Reynolds, Mountain View
High School.
o
She asked him what piece of
fire apparatus couldn't go down a
one-way street. He rejoined with a
blank look. She cracked the snap
per with "A fire-plug."
Let It lay . . .
Warning! The more curves a girl
has the more she has running
around In circles.

Low hurdles—Ramos, 1939, 26.4.
Pole vault—Davies, 1939, 11 feet
6 inches.
High jump—Ostrander, 1939,
feet, 10 inches.
Broad jump—Hayashi, 1938, 22
feet 3 inches.
Shot put—Ijams, 1939, 45 feet 5
inches (12 lb.)
Football throw—Mills, 1939, 189
feet.
Relay — Tiernan, Sales, Hogan,
Ramos, 1939, 3:45.6.

STAMP ACT
PUT ON BY
PACIFIC
Lick 'em and stamp 'em,
lick 'em and stamp 'em.
That's what was done exactly
102,464 times by students and
teachers on the Pacific
campus last year.
For the Stockton Post-office
Sub-station Number 6, located
in the College Book Store,
sold that number of one-cent,
two-cent, and three- cent
stamps in 1938.
Data received from the
Book Store show that 17,100
ones, 20,702 twos, and 64,660
threes were p u r c h a s e d ,
amounting to almost $4,000.
In addition, nearly $3,000
was spent for money orders,
postal insurance, and reg
istered mall.

J. C. Prize Art
To Be Exhibited

An exhibition of the nineteen
works shown recently in the State
Building of the Golden Gate Inter
national Exposition by the Art
Department of the Junior College
will be shown in Room 217W, be
ginning Monday, June 5.
These pieces by student artists
were chosen as representative of
local work and were accepted by
a jury of California artists in
competition held recently - to com
pile a showing of art works by
students in state schools.

AT YOUR SERVICE ...
It is the desire of the College Book Store to
serve in the most efficient way, the Students
and Faculty of the College of the Pacific and
Stockton Junior College; and we maintain for
your convenience, Sub Station 6 of the Stock
ton Post Office, also are Agents for the Rail
way Express Co. (Place your Express calls
with us.) Send your Telegrams thru your Col
lege Store and your Films and Photo Work.
Before the close of School be sure and see the
New College Jewelry and other Novelties.

I

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Swimming, Tennis, Boxing, Archery/V
Baseball On Athletic Program
i TH £ L | N ^

• A program that Includes
thing from soup to nuts andl
again is being planned for (
enthusiasts next Wednesday :
noon in Pacific's annual Clas.
celebration, when nearly a hu|
" flag'
\„nfl 1
participants
will
try
to
prove^
+
Otie
"
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg
heroes are made and not bo: he^ rt '
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was referee of the thirteenth
far as athletics is concern,
QV^
annual West Coast Relays in
Festivities are scheduled to ,(\0^
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at 2:30 when the All-College t
. •
and for his official presence
singles finals get under wf
\A/aS •
"„y of the
the games committee pre
half-hour later the archery fijie
Grand Ar
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winners of each event during
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y
SOFTBALL CONTESTS
[
' ^"ved Sher:
the evening meet.
The baseball tilts will be fof'%en tbey, *°mas, they '
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the Relays with a short talk
.nd women. The Seniort
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men and
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meet under the lights starts 'bey wh0 bad rep
7:30 p. m. Following this last ii ^^i^hty chorus,
of the day the pool will be ope;l in
ther Abraham,
recreational swimming.
ijing,
. nd strong?''
TROPHY, MEDAL AWARD*! th°"as when
Medals, ribbons or diploma.11®' included long
be awarded to the winning
•65 in sligT,* ter eel
.
Monday afternoon eliminations or individuals, while the # g an ever fal
for the Interclass Boxing Tourna berger Trophy will be given u"°r 'ioUs days ol
a .
ment will get under way with the class with the highest numb(«
p0matox, the
A review in Washtm
finals slated for Wednesday after points at the end of the corf«r
, ^nd_r ^ dayg the
noon as part of the Class Day tion.
In the events that have
program.
f„„u completed, m"
..
v*iiiR. W**.
Entries in the different divisions been run off, including baska blue' reViewing stand.
have been scarce so far this year track and softball, the junior*:' tllC Wisaged Andrew
imagined the
and anyone wanting to test his box out in front with 276% p»od stein
ing ability are urged to sign up in closely followed by the seniors*:, an^,J°idcnt looked ove
| PrCfl „houlder, wavin;
269 1-6. The sophs are laggipred
the gyb immediately.
^
boyg an<
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silently,
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them, alD
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>oild of y°"
(Jr.) are the only contestants In FUN FOR EVERYBODY
the lightweight class. In the welter
If you're at all interested iiinCfi
'
Irer-increasing plot in th
weight there is Ramos and Owens coming a champ or a chur
(Fr. and Bovey and Eschwig (Jrs.). winning a medal or ribbon fo:,r of every cemetery
In the Junior Middleweight there girl friend, or Just having j^g to Missouri and e\
is Tom French of the Sophs., while of fun in beating the heck oL as far west as Ca o
Ferguson (F.) and Looney (So.) the other guy—here's your cty, held the last remains <
are entered in the Senior middle to do something for your cou.j3 0f '65.
weight class. As yet there are no yourself and your class.
fone by one the local po
All men Interested in trying
a. R. dwindled and
entries in the light-heavyweight
division. In the heavyweight class their boxing abilities are urge the annual Gettysbur
is Duane Vance, Frosh and Bob report at the gym Monday ilinpments of the Blue an
noon for tryouts. If you com: have pasged away int
Wilkinson of the Juniors.
Medals will he given to the of your melee conscious (and '
Champion and runner-up in each the winner) you move up intP^ the BUrviv0rs of
finals which are slated for 4 L Rough Riderg and the
division,
on Wednesday.
; 1#g are
o———
ar(j few and
far b(
few
And if you are Interested in w iy. And (can we den;
ing any of these sports, or an;
youthful doughboys of '1'
else that Messrs. Jackson,
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sen or Parsons (Mick) ha'
noticing the sliver mo
The S. C. A. Finance Commit their sleeves for the day,
her over the temples.
tee held its regular business meet cordially invited to have
Yes,
the
whole
she-bang
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f^jlTIG
ing and enjoyed a dinner at the
Carl Sandburg's "Grass
home of Mrs. Joyce Jacoby last
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all. The Bloody An.
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burg is but a grass;
Those attending were Irvln hot under the collar the last t'
guished from its p
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Marnie Nile,, Kay Craig, John at fault. Or at least you h; iterparts only by the
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ford, Effie Calderwood, Forrest fornian announces the mean
Appel, Mrs. Bert Swenson, Mr. erature of the earth has riseEven the Gold Star moth,
James Corson, and Mr. J. R. degrees the last 21 years. ShlLuently make nattonal
of trade winds may be one t,es 0n their pilgrimages
Gwynn.
contributing to the cause.
ieuse-Argonne, or other
~
3 places in the heart of
here the stars a11"1 stripe
for

Stagg Referees
Fresno Relays

Interclass Boxing
Tryouts Will Be
Held Monday

f

Then . -

Olympic Games
Memos On Sale

•

•

'Y' Committee On
Finance Meets

"Outdoor" Artists
Sell Paintings

The Outdoor Art Show held on
Tuesday by the Art Department of
the Senior College resulted In the
sale of several water color and oil
paintings by student artists.
E. Grace Ward, professor of Art,
arranged this first annual outdoor
art sale held on the porch In front
of the Cub House, where repre
sentative paintings by upper divi
sion artists were exhibited and
In order to raise money for the
offered for sale.
Olympic games, sports lovers, stamp
collectors, and the general public
are asked to co-operate in buying
safety reflectors or Olympic game
stamps.
Students desiring to purchase
either may do so from Miss Rieger
in Dean Corson's office. The safety
reflectors are $1.00, and the stamps
are two for 5 cents, four for 10
cents, or $1.00 for a sheet of forty
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EXPERT...
And now, next Tuesday,
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snnday. Now Air Cooled with a
Desert Cooler.

ROLLA-TORIUM

Just arrived, a new shipment of smart
new Sport Coats in tweeds, herring
bones or all over patterns. Yep,
they're really "smooth" hut in
rough finish. Get it?

SKATING EVERY
AFTERNOON AND
EVENING
For Special Party Rates
Phone 2-9348
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Class Day Slated
For Wednesday

Favorites Survive
Second Round
In Singles

sities offer courses in public admin

Stockton, California

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

FORD WINS HIGH JUMP
AT WEST COAST RELAYS
IN EASY STYLE

Tennis Tourney
Moves Into
Third Round
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